
The new amazing app 
to discover the most beautiful cities in the world!
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ENIGMA is a game that you can download to your mobile/ 
tablet and explore the most beautiful cities in the world.
It’s an interactive app that allows you to discover the secrets 
and cultural or historical facts about a city while doing an  
entertaining treasure hunt.

What’s good about ENIGMA?

It’s interactive: while you walk through a city, you take pictures and 
look for clues.

It’s educational: you will learn about history, art and literature.

It’s fun and exciting: you never get bored while you are playing 
Enigma, the adventures in the treasure hunt are breathtaking! 
You really want to get to the end and win your prize!

It uses the latest technologies like GPS location, digital image  
processing and virtual reality.
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Structure of 
ENIGMA

On start-up, the player have an on-screen map of the city. A flashing blue dot indicates the starting point of the game. The 
map is a tool which shows their location (GPS geolocation) during the game. 

Every Enigma game has its own guide, who is an historical figure, an actor or a fictional character who helps you through the 
entire game with wise suggestions, clues and funny jokes.

The player has a virtual backpack with basic equipment for the game, such as a camera and the writing tool. 
During the game, various useful items (represented by icons) are added and stored in the backpack.

The camera is an important tool in the game. Taking photos of specific objects and analyzing them with the integrated photo 
recognition tool allows the app to trace the player’s progress throughout the game.  

Once a location is recognized, the game will continue.

The game starts when the player reaches the first location

The player uses the camera tool to take a picture of a specific sign

 Once a location is recognized, the game will continue.
It pops up a short film sequence, a text, a virtual world, a sound, etc.

Quest to reach the next location

Player resolves the puzzle/quest

Player reaches the next location

End of the game when the player has successfully resolved all quests

n.... locations

Story of the actual place where the player is located Interaction

The player solves the quest



The app that’s all about mysterious, 
medieval facts in Bologna

(Example story to showcase a part 
of the app’s’ functionality)
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On start-up, the player have an on-screen map of  
Bologna in front of them. A flashing blue dot indicates 
the starting point of the game. 
The map is a tool which shows their location (GPS  
geolocation) during the game. It’s impossible to get 
lost!

The player dowloads the app, BolognaEnigma

A video pops up: The guide, Jaque de Molay, the 
Grand Master of the Knights Templar, introduces him-
self and explains a few ground rules.

Every Enigma game has its own guide, who is an  
historical figure, an actor or a fictional character who 
helps you through the entire game with wise sugges- 
tions, clues and funny jokes.

The player has a virtual backpack with basic equip-
ment for the game, such as a camera. During the 
game, various useful items (represented by icons) are 
added and stored in the backpack.

The camera is an important tool in the game. Taking 
photos of specific objects and analyzing them with the 
integrated photo recognition tool allows the app to  
trace the player’s progress throughout the game. Once 
a location is recognized, the game will continue.

START-UP

backpack

use combine observe
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The player takes a picture of the plaque on Galluzzi 
Tower. 

Guide’s video:
Around 1200, the Galuzzi family was one of the most 
powerful and riotous families. Virginia was a beautiful 
and quiet girl who made a tragic mistake: she fell in love 
with Alberto Carbonesi.
According to the legend, Virginia and Alberto got mar-
ried in a secret location thanks to the help of trustworthy 
people. Nevertheless, Virginia’s father found out and his 
anger was irrepressible. He killed Alberto and his entire 
family.
Even Virgina died in mysterious circumstances….....
some talk about suicide whilst others say that her 
brothers killed her.

The player collects a heart to add to the backpack.

Find the location where 
Asinelli passionately displayed 
his love for a beautiful girl!

1st location
Galluzzi Tower

Equipment Quest on a piece of parchment:

Interaction

backpack

use combine observe
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The player takes a picture of the plaque on Asinelli Tower 
and a moneybag appears and is added to the backpack.
Now the player must combine the heart to the moneybag 
by using the “Combine”-Tool in the backpack. When 
they have successfully completed the puzzle, the video 
message of the guide starts.

Guide’s video:
The highest tower in Bologna is the Asinelli Tower.  
According to the legend, Asinelli was a family that carried  
gravel across the Reno river.
The firstborn son was madly in love with a beautiful girl 
and asked her father for her hand in marriage. Unfor-
tunately, he replied “You can marry her only after you 
build the highest tower in the city.”
The young man was sad about this, but soon became 
very lucky and happy. While he was carrying the gravel 
across the river, he found a pile of gold coins. He deci-
ded to use them to pay for a very high tower to be built 

in the middle of Bologna so that he could finally 
marry his beloved.

A fragment of the tower appears and must be 
added to the backpack.

Asinelli Tower was built to 
study atmospheric conditions. 
Next to the player is a high 
building which is famous for a 
particular visual effect.

2nd location
Asinelli Tower

Equipment

Quest in video:

Interaction

backpack

use combine observe

+ combine
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The player takes a picture of the plaque on Garisenda 
Tower.

Text on a piece of parchment: 
«Qual pare a riguardar la Garisenda sotto ‘l chinato, quan-
do un nuvol vada sovr’essa sì, che ella incontro penda; tal 
parve Anteo a me che stava a bada di vederlo chinare». 
To me, who stood watching to see Antaeus stoop, he seemed 
as the leaning tower at Bologna, the Carisenda, appears to 
the view, under the leaning side, when a cloud is passing 
over it, and it hangs in the opposite direction.

Guide’s video:
Who wrote these rhymes to the Divina Commedia?

In this case, the player has to write the correct  
answer using the writing tool.

 Answer: Dante Alighieri

Guide’s video:
If you stand next to Garisenda Tower, you will notice a 
strange phenomenon: if a cloud floats close to the tower, 
it seems like the tower is moving and tilting.

3rd location
Garisenda Tower

Equipment

Interaction

backpack

use combine observe

Find the “seraglio” that has the 
name of a martyred saint on it 
who lived in 300 (CE)

Quest on a piece of parchment:
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After arriving in Seraglio San Vitale, the player takes a pi-
cture of the plaque and nothing happens!!! Ingenuity is 
required!
Checkng the backpack, they will find the photo of the 
fragment of the Tower 
Bingo!
The player must take a picture of this exact fragment.

Afterwards, a Verdi song starts to play and a medieval  
shield appears which must be added to the backpack.

4th location
Seraglio San Vitale

Equipment

Interaction

backpack

use combine observe

The next location you are 
looking for is a palace where, 
nowadays, operas are per- 
formed.

Quest on a piece of parchment:
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The player takes a picture of the plaque.

Guide’s video:
Once the sumptuous and renowned palace where the  
noble Bolognese family of Bentivoglio was raised is in 
Zamboni street. The building was destroyed by popu-
lar fury in the spring of 1507. The decision to destroy it 
was made by the enemies of the Bentivoglio. Even Pope  
Julius II was convinced that it was necessary to raze the 
house of tyrants if you wanted to prevent their return. 
Some believe that a fragment of the eminent palace is 
still in Galliera steet, part of the exterior decoration of 
a house. Giovanni’s portrait and the words “Div. Io. II. P.” 
(which mean “Divo Giovanni II, Padre della patria”) are 
carved on it.

The fragment of the palace appears and must 
be added to the backpack.

Find this fragment in Galliera 
street!

5th location
Teatro Comunale 
(Municipal  Theater)

Equipment Quest in video:

Interaction

backpack

use combine observe
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The player finds the fregment in Galliera Street (the exact  
address is Via Galliera 6) and takes a picture.

Guide’s video:
Giovanni II Bentivoglio was an nobleman who ruled as 
tyrant of Bologna from 1463 until 1506. He even accused 
Gentile Budriolo, a good friend of his wife, of being a 
witch and handed her over to the Inquisition to be pun- 
ished. She was a noble woman; a scholar and a healer. 
She was really passionate about astrology, alchemy and 
herbalism. She was condemned at the Inquisition and 
died at the stake.

Now you have to find out where 
Gentile Budrioli lived and 
performed her healing 
sessions.

6th location
Galliera Street

Equipment Quest in video:

Interaction

backpack

use combine observe
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Now find the Church; the place 
of the first Inquisition lawcourt 
in Bologna!

7th location
Torresotto Porta 
Nuova

Equipment Quest on the parchment:

backpack

use combine observe

The player takes a picture of the plaque on Porta Nuova  
Tower.
A parchment appears on the screen, there is a piece of 
text written by Pietro Tamburini:
(it’s an antique piece of text describing how the Inquisi-
tion works)

Interaction

PLACEHOLDER TEXT
Luptasit eturio corero dolendae nam quat endam 
alique optatibus sequi velectet dolesen ihicium eum 
nosam iment, odiam a demolum, ut rem as adis rem. 
Name comnis moluptat qui bea quibea soloreiur 
mi, imporeprero eum volleni molupis et arum nos 
dolupti assimenis molorem qui qui offictas que que 
serum dolore niminvenet que non consendist alis eos 
moluptat faceatus estios molupt
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 The player takes a picture of on the San Domenico  
Curch.

Guide’s video:
The Spanish priest Saint Dominic de Guzman was a  
studious and a theologist, he arrived in  Bologna in XIII 
century. He founded The Order of Preachers also known 
as the Dominican Order. 
After his death in 1221 the Dominican friars became the 
head of the Inquisition.
According to the legend, a mysterious powder emanated  
from his first grave and the friars gave it to the sick to 
heal them.

A pot with magic powder appears and must be added 
to the backpack.

The next location you’re look- 
ing for is the temple dedicated 
to Iside.  
Bishop Petronio replaced it 
with “little Jerusalem”, Saint 
Sepulchre!

8th location
San Domenico 
Church

Equipment Quest on a piece of parchment:

Interaction

backpack

use combine observe
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The player takes a picture of the plaque on Santo Stefano 
Church and a chalice of water appears and is added to 
the backpack.
Now the player must combine the magic powder to the 
chalice of water by using the “Combine”-Tool in the 
backpack. When they have successfully completed the 
puzzle, the video message of the guide starts.

Guide’s video:
The basilica of Santo Stefano houses a collection of  
religious edifices and, according to tradition, Saint  
Petronius, a bishop of the city during the 5th century, 
built the basilica over a temple of the goddess Isis. The 
Saint wished to have a building that recalled the Church 
of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem. 
When the Templars came to Bologna in 1161, they re- 
vived the Church thanks to their good relationships with 
the Christians in the Holy Land.

Now, after drinking your magical potion, you are 
ready to know the Templars’ secrets...

Find the “portico” where three 
arrows are hammered in to it.

9th location
Santo Stefano 
Church

Equipment

Quest in video:

Interaction

backpack

use combine observe

+ combine
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The player takes a picture of the plaque on Casa Isolani  
and an arrow appears and is added to the backpack.
Now the player must combine the arrow to the shield by 
using the “Combine”-Tool in the backpack. When they 
have successfully completed the puzzle, the video mes-
sage of the guide starts.

Guide’s video:
The Order of the Templars was created to protect  
European pilgrims in the Holy Land. Officially endorsed 
by the Roman Catholic Church around 1129, the Order 
became a favoured charity throughout Christendom and 
grew rapidly in numbers and power. 
Rumours about the Templars’ secret initiation ceremony 
created distrust and King Philip IV of France took advan-
tage of the situation to gain control over them. 
In 1307, he had many of the Order’s members in France  
arrested, tortured into giving false confessions, and  
burned at the stake. In addition, the Templars in Bologna 

were arrested, but – according to the legend – be-
fore going to prison, they hid a treasure in the bell 
tower of their Church.

Quest:
What’s the name of the Templars’ historical seat in 
Bologna?

In this case, the player has to write the cor-
rect answer using the writing tool.

 Answer: Santa Maria della Maggione

Now go to number 82 in 
Maggiore Street and find the 
memorial stone that describes 
an amazing feat of Engineering.

10th location
Casa Isolani

Equipment

Quest in video:

Interaction

backpack

use combine observe

+ combine
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The player takes a picture of the memorial stone.

Guide’s video:
In 1455, a famous nobleman asked Aristotele Fioravanti 
to move the Templars’ bell tower, because he wanted to 
find the Templars’ hidden treasure. Fioravanti became 
renowned for his ground-breaking innovative devices 
and ideas to move the tower. It was a superb technical 
feat which allowed him to move the tower about 10 me-
ters without damaging it!

Quest:
Who gave Fioravanti 150 golden coins to move the 
tower?

Once more the player has to write the correct  
answer using the writing tool.

 Answer: Archille Malvezzi

CONGRATULATIONS! 
You’ve found the Templars’ 

treasure!!!

11th location
82 Maggiore Street

Equipment

Wow

Interaction

End of game

backpack

use combine observe
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The structure of ENIGMA is open and can be adapted to any city in the world. It’s a marvellous story- 
telling tool and the setup is left to the player’s imagination. The game could focus on historical events (like 
the BOLOGNAENIGMA example), arts and literature, science subjects or fantasy stories. To make it more 
engaging, the player could have different levels of difficulty in the single games.

The latest mobile technologies such as GPS location, digital image processing and virtual reality are  
integrated to maximise the player’s entertainment and allow them to interact first hand.

Enigma is a witty, intelligent and thrilling game.

It’s fun guaranteed from start to finish!

CONCLUSION


